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 CHINESE CALCULATIONS OF SECURITY AND

 THE KOREAN PENINSULA

 J Dean Cheng

 Dean Cheng is the Senior Research Fellow for Chinese Political and Military

 Affairs at the Heritage Foundation, after working at the Center for Naval

 Analysis, SAIC, and the US Congress Office of Technology Assessment. He is

 a long-time observer of China's military, with a particular interest in China's

 space program and Chinese military doctrine. He has testified before Congress,

 and spoken at various institutions, including MIT and the US Natiónal Defense

 University. He is the author of Cyber Dragon: Inside China's Information Warfare

 and Cyber Operations from Praeger Publishing (2016).
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 Abstract

 China's current approach towards the Korean peninsula, especially in the security

 dimension, is the product of a combination of longstanding Chinese historical

 concerns and Xi Jinping's calculations of China's political and security interests. Of

 particular importance, from the Chinese perspective, is the need for South Korea

 to accede to Chinese concerns, even if that requires subordinating South Korean

 interests to Chinese ones. China therefore sees the Korean peninsula mostly with

 reference to its own needs, and only marginally in terms of what are the interests

 and needs of either North or South Korea.

 Key words: China, Korean Peninsula, Xi Jinping, security

 INTRODUCTION

 Over the past year, as Xi Jinping has consolidated his hold on

 power over the People's Republic of China (PRC), it has become

 clear that he is also pursuing a harder line towards much of the rest

 of Asia. In particular, given the geographic and political situation,

 his leadership has demonstrated an evolving approach towards both

 the Republic of Korea (ROK) and the Democratic People's Republic

 of Korea (DPRK).

 Consequently, it is essential to understand Chinese security cal-

 culations about the Korean peninsula, which are a product of Chi-

 nese national interests, concerns of the Chinese Communist Party,

 as well as historical and political considerations.

 Chinese Concepts of Security

 For the People's Republic of China (PRC), national security is

 rooted in several "core interests ( hexin liyi ; í&DÍÜínf)." These were

 formally enunciated in 2009 by Senior Councilor for Foreign Affairs

 Dai Bingguo, who stated

 24
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 China's number one core interest is to maintain its fundamental

 system and state security; next is state sovereignty and territorial

 integrity; and third is the continued stable development of the

 economy and society.1

 This characterization highlights that, for the PRC, the foremost

 priority is always the ability of the Chinese Communist Party (CCP)

 to retain power. The two pillars of nation and Party are viewed as

 inseparable. But just as the security of the PRC is seen as requiring

 the continued rule of the CCP, a major element of national security

 is the ability of the Party to "stand up to hostile or meddling powers

 that might challenge the CCP's credentials as guardians of China's
 international interests."2

 The centrality of the Party to national security, and its role as

 guarantor of Chinese interests, is reinforced in the guidance provid-

 ed by Hu Jintao in his December 2004 speech to the People's Lib-

 eration Army (PLA). In this speech, Hu laid out the military's "new

 historic missions"; its foremost task is to consolidate the rule of the

 CCP.3 It has been subsequently reaffirmed in other Chinese docu-

 ments, including the recent PRC National Security Law, in which

 national security must "adhere to the leadership of the Chinese

 Communist Party in national security matters."4

 For the PLA, not only is it responsible for ensuring that the CCP

 remains in power, but it must also help lay the groundwork for pre-

 1 State Councilor Dai Bingguo, "Closing Remarks for U.S.-China Strategic and Economic
 Dialogue" Washington, DC (July 28, 2009), http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2009a/
 july/126599.htm

 2 Avery Goldstein, "China's Interests and the Korean Peninsula," in New Directions in the
 Study of China's Foreign Policy ; ed. by Alastair Ian Johnston and Robert Ross (Stanford,

 CA: Stanford University Press, 2006), p. 136.

 3 For further exploration of the "new historic missions," please see Daniel Hartnett,
 Towards a Globally Focused Chinese Military: The Historic Missions of the Chinese
 Armed Forces (Alexandria, VA: CNA Corporation, 2008).

 4 China Law Translate, National Security Law of the People's Republic of China (July 1,
 2015), http://chinalawtranslate.com/2015nsl/?lang=en
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 serving Chinese interests. This includes forestalling attempts at se-

 cession (e.g., Tibet) or independence (Taiwan), while also deterring

 aggression. This requires the PLA to be ready to counter aggression

 against its sovereign territory (especially in the East and South

 China Sea, but also along the Sino-Indian border), and increasingly

 to preserve access to the world's sea lanes, outer space, and cyber-

 space. This has been reflected by an increasingly hard line attitude

 towards many of China's neighbors, including South Korea, with

 regards to their military and diplomatic behavior.

 PLA Concepts of Future Warfare

 Deterring aggression is best achieved, by the PLA being able to

 fight and win future "local wars under informationized conditions."

 For the PLA, it is essential that, should war break out, an opponent

 be kept as far as possible from China's shores. Whereas during the

 Mao era there was a belief in fighting a protracted war by luring the

 enemy deep, modern wars are likely to be far shorter, and waged

 through non-contact, non-linear, non-symmetric means. Conse-

 quently, rather than fighting an extended guerrilla war, it is neces-

 sary to employ all the means of modern information technology to

 establish dominance over the enemy, especially in the key domains

 of outer space, electromagnetic/cyber-space, and the air, so as to

 rapidly defeat an opponent.

 The past four decades of Chinese economic development have

 made this even more important, due to the resulting shift in China's

 economic center of gravity. Under Mao, much of China's industrial-
 ization was focused on what was known as the "third line" or "third

 front."5 This involved the creation of an industrial base that could

 support a protracted guerilla war, which Mao envisioned in the

 5 Barry Naughton, "The Third Front: Defence Industrialization in China's Interior/' China
 Quarterly (CXV, September 1988), pp. 351-386

 26
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 wake of "early war, major war, nuclear war." When Deng Xiaoping

 came to power, however, he dismantled much of this "third line,"

 which was strewn uneconomically across China's interior. Instead,

 he focused development on the coast, where it is no longer buffered

 from potential enemy air attack.

 Chinese assessments of the major wars of the past two decades

 meanwhile highlight the role that airpower has played in foreign,

 and especially American, military operations. From Operation

 Desert Shield/Desert Storm, through operations in the Balkans, to

 the toppling of the Taliban in Afghanistan and the 2003 march to

 Baghdad, aerial strikes have been an essential part of defeating op-

 ponents. Moreover, in deterrent operations, such as the 1995-1996

 Taiwan crisis, American leaders relied on air and naval power (in

 the form of two carrier battlegroups) to signal Beijing of American

 resolve and capability.

 The ability to keep American airpower (including sea-based

 forces) at arm's length away from the PRC has led to a Chinese effort

 to dominate the area within the "first island chain," stretching from

 the Korean peninsula and Japan in the north, through Okinawa,

 Taiwan, and the Philippines, to the South China Sea and the Straits

 of Malacca. China's construction of man-made islands in the South

 China Sea, as well as its more aggressive aerial patrols over the East

 and South China Sea, both are part of this effort to dominate, po-

 litically as well as militarily, the areas adjacent to the PRC and limit

 the ability of potential adversaries to attack the PRC.

 The Korean Peninsula and Chinese Security

 In this context, it should not be surprising that Korea has as-

 sumed a key role in Chinese security planning. Historically, the

 Korean peninsula has long been a central factor in Chinese calcu-

 lations of national security. It was a major point of contention be-

 tween China and Japan, with both sides competing for dominance

 CHINESE CALCULATIONS OF SECURITY AND THE KOREAN PENINSULA 27
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 and allegiance of the peninsula.6 Since the late 16th century to the

 present, Korea has been a key feature whose control has been of

 vital national security interest to both states. Similarly, throughout

 the Cold War, the PRC and the Soviet Union competed for influence

 over North Korea.

 Post-Cold War Chinese Security Situation in Northeast Asia

 The end of the Cold War fundamentally altered China's security

 environment. At a stroke, it removed perhaps the most important

 threat to Chinese security, as the Soviet Union collapsed and re-

 moved the large military forces that confronted China from the

 Pacific Ocean to the steppes of Kazakhstan. For the first time since

 the 19th century, China's northern and western land borders were

 no longer under encroachment.

 At the same time, the rising tide of global economic liberaliza-

 tion, allowed China's reforming economy to access markets around

 the world. As China's economy expanded and modernized, it was

 increasingly capable of incorporating itself into the multiplying

 supply chains for more sophisticated goods such as automobiles,

 computers, and passenger aircraft.

 Yet, for China's Northeast Asian security calculations, it likely

 made things more difficult. The combination of economic misman-

 agement and lack of outside assistance meant that North Korea was

 now much more dependent on a still developing China. This was

 made clear when the North Korean economy effectively collapsed

 in the early 1990s. The massive famine of the 1990s also raised the

 specter of a flood of North Korean refugees. This would have been

 doubly problematic, as any refugees would have entered into Chi-

 6 Christopher Howe, "Introduction: The Changing political Economy of Sino-Japanese
 Relations: A Long Term View/' in China and Japan , ed. by Christopher Howe (Oxford,
 UK: Clarendon Press, 1996), p. 4.

 28
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 na's "rust belt," since Manchuria had not benefited from the creation

 of the various "special economic zones" that had sparked massive

 economic growth in China's southern coastal regions. The presence

 of a significant ethnic Korean minority group in this region, num-

 bering perhaps 2 million, would have further complicated internal

 security measures.

 During this period, meanwhile, North Korea made overt moves

 to develop its nuclear capabilities. This precipitated a growing cri-

 sis to the point that, in 1994, there was a real possibility of armed

 conflict on the Korean peninsula. The subsequent efforts to limit

 North Korean proliferation, in the form of the Six Party Talks be-

 gun in 2003, should be seen as part of Chinese efforts to avoid the

 consequences of a North Korean collapse, a war on the peninsula,

 or the near-term assimilation of the North by the South. It allowed

 Beijing to play a major role, yet left it to Washington and Seoul (in

 consultation with Tokyo) to address Pyongyang's intransigence and

 obstinacy.

 For the PRC, the situation nonetheless had certain benefits.

 North Korea's self-imposed isolation, coupled with Russian weak-

 ness, meant that Beijing had no competitor for influence over

 Pyongyang. Moreover, with China's growing economic capacity, it

 could forge closer economic relations with Seoul. For the first time

 in over a century, China would have significant influence over the

 Korean peninsula.

 Recent China-ROK Security Developments

 For the PRC, its security assessment of Northeast Asia, and es-

 pecially the Korean peninsula, must reconcile several realities:

 • South Korea is a major trading partner, even as it is also a major

 ally of the United States.

 • North Korea is an economic cripple, even as it is also an ally of
 the PRC.

 CHINESE CALCULATIONS OF SECURITY AND THE KOREAN PENINSULA 29
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 • North Korea is not necessarily amenable to Chinese advice,
 much less Chinese instruction.

 • The United States is a major security presence in the region, le-

 veraging access to bases in Japan and the ROK.

 Given the "core interests" laid out by Dai Bingguo, this suggests

 that China's security interests would be best served by maintaining

 good relations with both North and South Korea, while forestalling

 the development of any grand coalition of the ROK, United States,

 and Japan that could contain China and adversely affect Chinese

 economic development.

 Yet, for much of the decade of the 2000s, the Chinese pressed

 historical and territorial issues that would antagonize Seoul. In

 2003, Chinese official applied to UNESCO for the declaration of

 ancient tombs from the kingdom of Koguryo in China as world

 heritage sites. In 2004, the PRC issued stamps (a government doc-

 ument) to commemorate "China's Koguryo" being placed on the

 world heritage list.7 In 2006, Chinese officials indicated that Socotra

 Rock (also known as Ieodo to the ROK and Suyan Rock to the PRC)

 was properly part of China, based on China's exclusive economic

 zone (EEZ). The issue became more pointed when China dis-

 patched three vessels to the vicinity of Socotra Rock in 2011 - and

 more recently declared its ADIZ which includes the airspace over

 the disputed sea mount.

 Sino-South Korean relations arguably reached their nadir in the

 wake of the 2010 North Korean attack on the South Korean frigate

 Cheonan and the subsequent shelling of Yeon-pyong Do. While

 neither of these actions were perpetrated by the Chinese, Beijing's

 refusal to condemn these actions alienated the ROK. Indeed, when

 the United States announced its intention to deploy the USS George

 7 Peter Hays Gries, "The Koguryo Controversy, National Identify and Sino-Korean Relations

 Today," East Asia (XXII, #4, Winter 2005).

 30
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 Washington carrier battlegroup to the Yellow Sea to deter further

 North Korean provocations, Beijing went apoplectic. It publicly

 pressured the United States not to deploy the carrier group into the

 area, accusing the U.S. of creating regional tensions, rather than

 North Korea.8 Washington ultimately acceded to Chinese wishes
 and moved the exercises.9

 This conciliatory move, however, as well as South Korean efforts

 to garner Chinese diplomatic support gained little when several

 months later, North Korea escalated tensions further by shelling

 Yeon-pyong Do. The November 23 shelling killed two South Korean

 servicemen and two civilians, and was the first artillery exchange

 in decades. Yet China still did not publicly condemn the North Ko-

 rean action.

 In the intervening years since the sinking of the Cheonan and

 the shelling of Yeong-pyong Do, Sino-South Korean relations have

 improved. Economic ties between the two states were never disrupt-

 ed during the earlier incidents, providing a constant stream of inter-

 actions that limited the impact of Chinese reticence. Indeed, China

 is South Korea's most important trade partner, as it is the largest

 exporter of goods to the ROK, as well as the largest destination of

 South Korean exports.10 Efforts to negotiate a South Korean-China

 free trade agreement reflect this extensive economic relationship.

 Chinese officials, meanwhile, have not only gone silent on the

 issue of Koguryo, but have also taken steps to curry favor with Ko-

 reans. In particular, the decision to build a museum dedicated to

 Ahn Jung-geun is clearly an attempt to improve relations with the

 8 "Why China Opposes US-South Korean Military Exercises in the Yellow Sea/' People's
 Daily Online (July 16, 2010), http://english.peopledaily.com.cn/90001/90780/
 91342/7069743. html

 9 "Testing the Waters," The Economist (July 29, 2010), http://www.economist.com/node/
 16706997

 10 "Republic of Korea Trade Profile," World Trade Organization (September 2013), http://
 stat.wto.org/CountryProfile/WSDBCountryPFView.aspx?Country=KR&Language=F
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 ROK - at the expense of Japan.

 THAAD and Sino-South Korea Relations

 The situation changed again after South Korea agreed to deploy

 the Terminal High Altitude Air Defense (THAAD) system in 2016.

 In the wake of ongoing North Korean nuclear and missile tests, the

 United States and South Korea jointly agreed to deploy THAAD,

 to counter the growing North Korean threat. This deployment was

 complicated when President Park Geun-hye resigned from office,

 and was replaced by Moon Jae-in. Moon was clearly much more

 tepid about the THAAD deployment.

 After Moon took office in March 2017, the Chinese significant-

 ly increased pressure on South Korea to suspend the deployment.

 These efforts powerfully demonstrated Chinese "political warfare"

 techniques, and exploited a variety of tools available to Chinese

 decision-makers. Beijing, for example, actively discouraged Chi-

 nese tour operators from booking trips to South Korea. As a result,

 South Korea experienced a 60% drop in tourists from China, cost-

 ing the South Korean economy some $6.8 billion.11 South Korean

 companies that had a major presence in China, such as Lotte su-

 permarkets, faced harassment from authorities through increased

 health and safety inspections. South Korean entertainers found that

 various tour dates in China were cancelled.12 China demonstrated

 that it could employ not only diplomatic but economic tools against
 recalcitrant states.

 Strikingly, this Chinese pressure was couched in terms that

 11 Echo Huang, "China Inflicted a World of Pain on South Korea in 2017," Quartz (December

 21, 2017) https://qz.com/1149663/china-south-korea-relations-in-2017-thaad-backlash-
 and-the-effect-on-tourism/

 12 Ben Westcott and Lauren Suk, "China, South Korea End Year-Long Diplomatic Feud Over
 Missile System," CNN (October 31, 2017) https://www.cnn.com/2017/10/31/asia/china-
 south-korea-thaad/index.html

 32
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 made clear China's growing assertiveness towards its neighbors.

 The Chinese position was that THAAD posed a potential threat to

 Chinese security, in part because it might allow the interception of

 Chinese missiles. The implication seemed to be that China's neigh-

 bors had no right to defend themselves against Chinese military
 action.

 At the same time, Beijing basically ignored the argument that

 THAAD was intended to defend South Korea from North Korean,

 not Chinese, weapons - weapons that Pyongyang had repeatedly

 tested in 2016 and 2017. It would appear that, from China's perspec-

 tive, South Korean leaders should value Chinese perceptions, and

 allay Chinese fears, more than they should act to defend South Ko-

 rean populations from concrete North Korean threats.

 In the face of such pressure, President Moon appears to have

 appeased his Chinese interlocutors. Although the THAAD deploy-

 ment was sustained, President Moon has apparently provided Bei-

 jing with the so-called "three no's" of reassurance:

 • South Korea would not consider deploying additional THAAD
 units

 • South Korea would not incorporate other US missile defense

 networks, even for its own defense; and

 • South Korea would not join the US and Japan in any kind of
 mutual alliance.13

 This last "no" affects both South Korea and Japan, since the

 sharing of missile warning data would enhance the effectiveness of

 both South Korean and Japanese missile defense capabilities.

 Despite the reassurances, China also continued to pressure

 13 Ankit Panda, "China and South Korea: Examining the Resolution of the THAAD Impasse/'

 The Diplomat (November 13, 2017) https://thediplomat.com/2017/ll/china-and-south-
 korea-examining-the-resolution-of-the-thaad-impasse/
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 South Korea, including through military deployments. When the
 Chinese declared an air defense identification zone over the East

 China Sea (ECS-ADIZ), this included Ieodo island (also known as

 Socotra Rock). In the wake of the THAAD controversy, PLA Air

 Force activities in the area have increased. In December 2017, the

 Chinese dispatched a mixed group of fighters, bombers, and an

 electronic support aircraft into the Korean ADIZ, overflying Ieodo.14

 In May 2018, South Korea summoned the Chinese ambassador to

 protest another aerial intrusion.15

 Recent China-DPRK Developments

 If Chinese relations with South Korea have been unsteady, rela-

 tions with North Korea have been even more volatile. During 2017

 and early 2018, the United States announced a series of new sanc-

 tions aimed at North Korea. This included, for the first time, sanc-

 tions on Chinese businesses that had ties to Pyongyang, including

 the Bank of Dandong.16 Several Chinese businesses and individual

 were subsequently added to the list, including two Chinese ship-

 ping firms.17

 Whether in response to American pressure or due to their own

 frustration with North Korea, the Chinese government announced

 that it would more strictly enforce sanctions on Pyongyang. Chinese

 14 Sarah Kim, LEE Chul-jae, "Chinese Warplanes Trespass into KADIZ/' Korea Joongang
 Daily (December 19, 2017), http://koreajoongangdaily.joins.com/news/article/article.as
 px?aid=3042233&cloc=joongangdaily|home|top

 15 "Chinese Military Plane Enters South Korea Air Defense Zone," The Korea Times (April
 28, 2018) http://www.koreatimes.co.kr/www/nation/2018/04/205_248101.html

 16 Donna Borak and Jeremy Diamond, "Trump Sanctions Chinese Bank in Bid to Rein in
 North Korea," CNN (June 30, 2017) https://money.cnn.com/2017/06/29/news/economy/
 trump-sanctions-china-north-korea/index.html

 17 Lawrence Chung, "China Angered by US President Donald Trump's Unilateral Sanctions
 on North Korea," South China Morning Post (February 25, 2018) https://www.scmp.
 com/news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2134614/china-angered-us-president-
 donald-trumps-unilateral
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 imports from North Korea of seafood and textiles were reported

 to have dropped in the first quarter of 2018.18 Chinese exports of

 chemicals and software to North Korea were also reported to have

 declined during this period.19

 During this same time, however, Chinese and Russian entities

 were identified transferring oil to North Korea by various means.

 During 2017, for example, Russia apparently doubled its oil and

 gas exports to North Korea, even as Russian leader Vladimir Putin

 claimed that it was exporting no more than 40,000 tons of fuel oil.20

 Satellites, meanwhile, recorded Chinese ships apparently transfer-

 ring oil to North Korean tankers, in an effort clearly designed to

 circumvent sanctions-monitoring.21 Since the summit between US

 President Trump and North Korean leader Kim, both China and

 Russia have pressed for further relaxation of sanctions.

 That summit appears to have also precipitated high level meet-

 ings between Kim and Chinese leader Xi Jinping. Indeed, the pace

 of such meetings has been notable.

 From taking office in December 2011 to 2018, North Korean

 leader Kim Jong-un had not met with any Chinese leader. Kim met

 with some visiting Chinese emissaries, and senior North Korean

 18 Jeremy Page, Andrew Jeong, and Ian Talley, "China Finally Clamps Down on North
 Korea Trade- and the Impact Is Stinging/' Wall Street Journal (IVIarch 2, 2018) https://

 www.wsj.com/articles/north-korea-finally-feels-the-sting-of-international-sanctions-
 1519923280

 19 Jeremy Page, "China Tightens Export Restrictions to North Korea to Comply with UN
 Sanctions," CBS Marketwatch (April 8, 2018) https://www.marketwatch.com/story/
 china-tightens-export-restrictions-to-north-korea-to-comply-with-un-sanctions- 2018-
 04-08

 20 Roman Goncharenko, "How North Korea Survives on an Oil-Drip From Russia," Deutsche

 Welle (September 14, 2017) https://www.dw.com/en/how-north-korea-survives-on-an-
 oil-drip-from-russia/a-40498208

 21 Yu Yong-weon and Kim Jin-myung, "Chinese Ships Spotted Selling Oil to North Korea,"
 Chosun libo (December 26, 2017) http://english.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2017/
 12/26/2017122601156.html, and Charles Clover, "Chinese Ships Accused of Breaking
 Sanctions on North Korea," Financial Times (December 27, 2017) https://www.ft.com/
 content/21a0407e-eadd-lle7-bdl7-521324c81e23
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 leaders met with both Hu Jintao and Xi Jinping, but there had not

 been any direct meetings between the two leaderships, whether in

 a party-to-party or head of state-to-head of state role. In November

 2017, Song Tao, head of the CCP's international department, visited

 North Korea, marking the first senior level visit in two years. De-

 spite this, Song failed to gain a meeting with Kim Jong-un, in what

 was considered by some to be a diplomatic snub.22

 Yet, in the course of four months, between March and June, Kim

 met with Xi Jinping three times. Another meeting, this time involv-

 ing a visit by Xi to Pyongyang, is expected later in 2018. The agen-

 das for these meetings remain secret; speculation has been that the

 focus has been on Kim's meeting with US President Donald Trump.

 Shifting Balance Between China and North Korea?

 It is most likely that these meetings reflect an effort to improve

 communications between the North Korean and Chinese lead-

 erships. With the opening to South Korea by North Korean will-

 ingness to participate in the 2018 Winter Olympics, as well as the

 potential opening to the United States marked by the Kim-Trump

 summit, North Korea may well be advising China of its moves, in
 order to reassure its foremost source of external aid of its intentions.

 But it is also possible that these summits reflect a shift in the

 relative balance of power between Beijing and Pyongyang. North

 Korea now enjoys more links with more parties than at any time

 since its founding. Besides the traditional ties to China, it now has

 renewed links to Russia, which is providing oil, and has also laid a

 new fiber optic cable to the North.23 In addition, it has the potential

 22 Shi Jiangtao, "North Korea's Kim Jong-un 'Snubs' China in Failure to Repay Diplomatic
 Favour/' South China Morning Post (November 21, 2017), https://www.scmp.com/
 news/china/diplomacy-defence/article/2120939/north-koreas-kim-jong-un-snubs-
 china-failure-repay

 23 Guy Faulconbridge, Jonathan Saul, and Polina Nikolskaya, "Exclusive: Russian Tankers
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 of building new ties to both South Korea and the United States.

 These additional players provide Kim Jong-un an opportunity to

 gain negotiating leverage with the People's Republic of China.

 When the PRC was the only source of aid and the largest source

 of trade, Beijing always had the ability to cripple Pyongyang. While

 China has little interest in a North Korean collapse (and the likely

 attendant refugee crisis), its recent enforcement of sanctions sug-

 gested a willingness to increase pressure - to make placating the

 United States a higher priority than supporting North Korea. For

 Pyongyang, the implication is dire. Beijing is, at best, a fair weather

 friend in the face of American pressure.

 For Kim Jong-un, then, the potential ability to reshape and

 reform its relationship with the United States has two benefits. If

 possible, he could obtain resources from the United States (and in-

 directly, gain U.S. permission for South Korea and Western states to

 trade and invest in North Korea). But the more important, arguably,

 is to compel Beijing to take North Korea seriously. Much as Richard

 Nixon's visit to China in 1971 altered the triangular relationship

 among the United States, China, and the Soviet Union, then, Kim

 Jong-un's summits with Xi Jinping might be an attempt to alter

 North Korea's relationship with Beijing, by playing an "America
 card."

 Chinese Security and the Future of the Korean Peninsula

 Given the impact that the Korean peninsula potentially has

 on Chinese security calculations, it is to be expected that Beijing

 Fueled North Korea Via Transfers at Sea- Sources/' Reuters (December 29, 2017)
 https://www.reuters.com/article/us-northkorea-missiles-russia-oil-exclus/exclusive-
 russian-tankers-fueled-north-korea-via-transfers-at-sea-sources-idUSKBNlEN10J and

 Pavel Alpayev, "North Korea Gets Second Route to Internet Via Russia Link/' Bloomberg
 (October 2, 2017) https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-10-02/north-korea-
 gets-second-route-to-internet-this-time-via-russia
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 will seek to influence security developments there. From Beijing's

 perspective, certain outcomes are likely to be seen as much more

 threatening than others. In particular, how the political situation

 develops in the wake of Kim Jong-un's new nuclear and missile ca-

 pabilities is likely to be a major concern.

 For the PRC, the ideal outcome in the near term, arguably,

 would be for the Korean peninsula to remain divided, but with a

 North Korean leadership that was more amenable to implementing

 economic reforms. A system that loosened centralized planning and

 adopted at least some market reform measures (such as Deng did in

 the 1980s) would not only alleviate the extreme poverty in North

 Korea, but would also make it less likely that the country would im-

 plode, reducing the potential for a refugee crisis. Moreover, a more

 economically capable North Korea would be a potential trading

 partner for China, and allow greater economic leverage against the

 ROK.

 It is possible that Kim Jong-un might be willing to pursue such

 an approach. His development of a nuclear capability that can strike

 the United States could, at least in theory, be intended to allow for

 a demobilization of North Korea's substantial conventional mili-

 tary forces, freeing up a major labor pool. Such an approach would

 somewhat mirror both American and Soviet approaches during the

 early Cold War. The Eisenhower "New Look" policy was explicitly

 an effort to substitute nuclear firepower for (expensive) convention-

 al forces. It is important to note, however, that such a move would

 likely engender significant backlash from the North Korean mili-

 tary, as it would be tantamount to reducing its resources.

 Even if Kim pursued a nuclear-for-conventional substitution pol-

 icy, however (which would make elimination of its nuclear weapons

 program impossible), this would still not lead to a pro-China posi-

 tion, however. Kim's grandfather undertook a ruthless elimination

 of all North Korean elements that might support anyone outside the

 Kim Family regime, beginning with the 1956 purging of the "Yan'an"
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 and "Soviet" factions.24 For a pro-Chinese leadership to emerge, and

 as important be able to retain power, it would have to be able to

 survive in the face of the extensive North Korean internal security

 apparatus. Short of Kim Jong-un disappearing from the scene in the

 short-term, there is no reason to expect the emergence of a pro-Chi-

 nese faction. The fate of Chang Song-taek only reinforces this con-

 clusion. By contrast, a post-Kim Jong-un North Korea would more

 likely have yet another Kim family member succeed if Kim Jong-

 un has time to not only consolidate power but emplace a system for

 succession. North Korean economic reform, in either case, is un-

 likely to be a priority.

 If the PRC cannot secure a compliant, relatively reformist North

 Korea, it would likely strive to create a neutralized, reunified Korean

 peninsula under Seoul. While the overall costs of reunification

 depend upon the circumstances, including the relative economic

 disparity between north and south, the level of investment, and

 outside aid, there can be little doubt that any reunification of the

 Korean peninsula will entail an extensive period of rebuilding and

 assimilation. And while specific costs are impossible to determine

 with any accuracy, estimates range from several hundred billion

 dollars to $1 trillion or more.25 Meanwhile, the ROK Finance Min-

 istry in 2013 estimated that any reunification would likely require

 South Korea to devote one to seven percent of its annual GDP for

 a decade to rebuilding and assimilating the North.26 Such massive

 costs will require substantial adjustments in South Korean spending

 24 Jae Kyu Park, "Power Structure in North Korea/' in The Politics of North Korea , ed. by

 Jae Kyu Park and Jung Gun Kim (Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1978).

 25 Charles Wolf, Jr., Kamil Akramov, Korean Reunification and Reconstruction: Circumstances ,

 Costs , and Consequences of Korean Reunification (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation,
 2005).

 26 Christine Kim, "Korean Reunification May Cost South 7 Percent of GDP: Ministry," Reuters

 (January 1, 2013). http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/01/01/us-korea-north-unification-
 idUSBRE90004F20130101
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 and budgeting, as well as the provision of aid and financing from
 other sources.

 Under such circumstances, the PRC, with its enormous hard

 currency reserves, may be willing to provide financial and other as-

 sistance - but almost certainly at a price, including demands for the

 ROK to dilute, if not end, its alliance relationship with the United

 States. In this regard, Beijing would likely argue that the end of the

 Korean War removes the historical justification for the alliance -

 and certainly for the continued basing of American forces on the

 peninsula.

 By contrast, one of the worst case scenarios for Beijing would be

 a reunified Korean peninsula that was allied with both the United

 States and Japan. In that situation, China would see itself being

 contained by three of the largest economies in Asia, adjacent to its

 territory and capable of wielding enormous military power. Certain-

 ly, the potential for American forces being based in close proximity

 to Chinese territory, even if not in the former DPRK, would be a

 source of concern, if only due to the potential for intelligence collec-

 tion. Moreover, the Chinese would likely see the steady expansion

 of NATO as presenting a malignant model for East Asia, with an

 American-led coalition steadily encroaching upon Chinese territory

 and potentially jeopardizing China's ability to access the seas.

 Even if South Korea were not formally allied with Japan, the

 potential for informal coordination among Tokyo, Washington, and

 Seoul, as would be the case with, say, a regional missile defense ar-

 chitecture, would likely arouse concerns as this would place at risk

 China's ballistic missile forces. These are a key element of China's

 military portfolio, upon which it has expended significant resources.

 40
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